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A → 28/6/2006, start
→ 16/6/2009, submit

Brief summary of: 14 12 - 14 45 (ca 30 min)

Interval continue: 14 45 - 15 10 (ca 25 min)

Interval opposite: 15 10 - 15 25 (ca 15 min)

Mixed opposite: 15 25 - 16 05 (ca 30 min)

Ex auditorio: 16 45

Institutional thing

North → Rules of the game

Open Rehab Alliance (ORA)

OMA: 900 - 175
2008, 2009

Does this relate to 05 9001, lean, Six Sigma, ISO etc ?
Timebe Egyedi.

- Case study of standardisation is activation in itself.

- Wide range of themes (Motherland).

Some results from finding from online upside down.
Evaluations were quick & effective.
Quality shows that considering much slowly.

Many themes:
- Discuss & lists, but no personal saves. Which themes are more powerful and interesting?

& institutional merging

Difference in institutional things: now substantial approach.
Rheostat line extends power.
Dynamical systems, while the organization is simply the system without the dynamics.

- Use of the word culture

- How to use thinking:
  - It should be useful, as a tool
  - Make only useful things to categorize. Why is this useful?

- Research question

  [Diagram: Two lines labeled 'input' and 'output' with a circle labeled 'IT change']
Communication

For too little written about mobile technology,

- Have you been too concentrated in your research?

- The most interesting aspect of the field is the contradictions...
  - eBay
  - Amazon make money because they add real things.

- The case is a failure organizer. Why not use theory of failure?

- Uses theories in order to contain what IS. Lack use of theory that explains what IS NOT.

- Theory for explaining continuity, but little theory for explaining change.
Paper about OPEN INNOVATION.

Studying创业 is a kind of open innovation.

How would you do a PhD? difficulty?
- a difficult way of studying this?
- use of mid-level constructs?
- simple as to capturing the essence of the thesis?

Impact the dialectics?

[Diagram]

Duality: How to look at these things at the same time?
ART contains mid-level concepts, e.g., "gateway.

- Contain attacking Ender expansion and Ender is supposed to defend his view.